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Platform Overview
Traceable AI is the industry’s full-lifecycle API security 
platform that addresses both the security and operational 
challenges of API security, at enterprise scale.



How are you addressing blind spots in your APIs?

How Traceable helps

A new shift has occurred within the software development 
industry, one that hasn’t been addressed fully by the security 
tools available today. Cloud-native, distributed, and API-
based applications create new risks and new opportunities for 
hackers to steal data and attack your system.



As applications become more distributed, you no longer have 
visibility into what is happening across the system. Monolithic 
applications stored their logs in one place. On the other hand, 
each microservice has its own monitoring and logging 
capabilities. Monitoring each service individually isn’t a 
problem, but learning global system behavior is. Blind spots 
within the interaction between services could develop due to 
data processing limitations imposed by most legacy systems.


Understand all of your API risks, where 
vulnerabilities are hiding, and where 
they might be out of compliance. 
Learn about all changes to your APIs 
and the potential risk imposed

Understand the nature of the data 
that flows between your 
microservices. Track changes that 
may impact customers or business-
sensitive data, and know where 
sensitive data is potentially at risk.


Learn the full API context and the 
unique behavior of your APIs, 
including user activity, API activity, 
data flow and code execution. This 
allows you to quickly identify the 
right call patterns and attack 
patterns so you can immediately 
find and remediate API threats.


Know your API risk exposure Know your data Know your API context
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Platform benefits

 Context-aware API security gives a deep understanding of your API’s design and unique business logic

 Quickly discover and catalog all APIs, including unknown, shadow, zombie and outdated APIs

 Full-lifecycle API security supports shift left security and devops initiatives, through production

 Detect and block API attacks including API Abuse, API Fraud, sensitive data exfiltration and account takeover

 Robust analytics and reporting provide the information your executives need to make the right decisions

 Threat hunting capabilities that reveal potentially unknown vulnerabilities and where to remediate. 






Traceable provides coverage for top API security use cases
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TRACEABLE API SECURITY PLATFORM MODULES

Automatic API Discovery: Internal, external, 3rd party, 
and partner APIs.

Automate DevOps workflows

Observe live traffic and create an Open API spec for 
each API endpoint, including complete schema, 
implicit contract, specific data types and required 
parameters.

Analyze usage, performance, vulnerabilities and 
sensitive data for each API endpoint.

Based on likelihood and impact, Traceable assigns a 
risk score to each API endpoint which helps security 
teams manage their environment more effectively.

Discover, catalog, and understand API risk exposure.

API Discovery, Posture Management

Detect anomalies, sensitive data exposure, 
account takeover.

Stop data exfiltration, fraudulent activity, and bot 
mitigation

Business logic abuse protection

Continuous runtime exploit prevention

Defend against OWASP Web top 10 and API top 10

User attribution and threat actor tracking

Create and track security incidents


Detect and stop known and unknown API attacks 
with actionable threat detection and workflows.

API Protection

Sensitive Data 
Exfiltration

Shift left security

API Discovery

Account Takeover

Developer 
Remediation

Data Privacy 
and Compliance

Incident response

Bot mitigation

Supports Zero 
Trust Security



API traffic history of user attributed transactions, 
sequences and flows.

Threat hunting to reveal potentially unknown 
vulnerabilities

Post-mortem review and analysis

Root-cause analysis to facilitate continuous 
improvement

User behavior analytics to uncover fraud and abuse


Detect and stop emerging attacks with 
actionable security insights.

API Analytics
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Platform Differentiators
Traceable protects APIs from the inside by understanding the unique business logic, user attribution, and context of 
each API – from development through production. With our distributed tracing technology and advanced context-
based behavioral analytics, we deliver modern API security to your cloud-native and API-based applications.


By building full application 
context, companies can 
understand both the unique 
business logic of their APIs, as 
well as their users’ behavior 
across all activity and time. 

Based on distributed tracing, 
Traceable has the ability to trace 
an individual application request 
from the user to the edge, to the 
data source and back, across 
multiple external APIs, internal 
APIs, and microservices.

Context-aware API Security Distributed Tracing Trace Data Lake

Quickly obtain a detailed view of all 
application activity collected with 
distributed tracing. The resulting 
data lake powers a number of 
analytics use cases that replace 
tedious sifting through logs or 
working with the development 
teams to introduce additional 
logging required for threat hunting.

As more users access the application, Traceable continues to build an ongoing algorithmic model of all the distributed applications, 
APIs, and user profiles. The result is actionable intelligence that discerns any malicious or unintended use across all the targeted 
applications. 

WHY TRACEABLE?



Inside distributed tracing
Built on a distributed tracing platform, Traceable collects data from 
all touch-points across an application’s uses, storing it for deep 
analysis through powerful machine learning algorithms that 
provide comprehensive security insights on how your application 
intrinsically works and adapts over time. This ensures that your 
response to expanding API attack surfaces keeps pace with 
whatever vulnerabilities arise.



Because the machine learning model analyzes complete API user 
sessions, Traceable rapidly distinguishes legitimate patterns from 
malicious users and bot actions. As users and other APIs interact 
with your APIs and applications, Traceable learns the sequences of 
calls, the flow of data and the normal interactions, determining the 
developer and user-intent of the application in context.


Full application context begins with deeply understanding the following:
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Distributed tracing provides this data and much more.


User Activity: what are the clients, their roles and permissions, and what activity are they engaged in?



API Activity: What API calls are being made at the edge? Internally? What’s the sequence of the calls?



Data Flow: Where is your data flowing? When does it leave your control? Which APIs are accessing it?



Code Execution: What’s happening during execution? Which parameters get used? What do requests

and responses look like?



The Traceable AI Behavior Engine takes these distributed tracing inputs:

Along with external inputs, it creates a deep understanding of:

Together, these enable Traceable to better detect and protect the APIs it is observing. The result is instant and complete API 
protection from development through runtime.
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Integrations and Flexible Deployment Options

API Behaviour

Data behaviour

User Behaviour

Code Behaviour

API Risk Posture

User Trust
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Schedule Meeting

Meet with a security expert
Our crack security research team is happy to meet with you to talk about your API security challenges.

Traceable protects the APIs of enterprise organisations like yours

About us
Traceable is the industry’s leading API security 
platform that identifies APIs, evaluates API risk 
posture, stops API attacks, and provides deep 
analytics for threat hunting and forensic research. 



With visual depictions of API paths at the core of its 
technology, its platform applies the power of 
distributed tracing and machine learning models 
for API security across the entire development 
lifecycle. Visual depictions provide insight into user 
and API behaviors to understand anomalies and 
block API attacks, enabling organizations to be 
more secure and resilient.

www.traceable.ai

https://www.traceable.ai/meet-security-expert
https://www.traceable.ai/

